Public Notice

Societas Republicae Ca Al Maurikanos

GET OUT OF THE DEAD CORPORATION NOW!!!
AT LAW, THE DEAD CANNOT COMMUNICATE WITH THE LIVING

The illusions of money in the dead world of commerce continue to cling to anything, and the Divine Living People have been yoked with dead things through deliberate false classifications as incorporated “persons” and through registrations with dead entities. Therefore; dead things “represent” the Living Breathing People and what they think, create, plant, grow, and trade.

CONTRACTS WITH THE DEAD WILL BE BROKEN the easier way, the hard way, or result in self-death; depending on the living, breathing soul involved.

Isaiah 28: 17 Judgment also will I lay to the line, and righteousness to the plummet [drop down at high speed]: and the hail shall sweep away the refuge [shelter] of lies, and the waters shall overflow [Flood] the hiding place. 18 And your covenant [contracts, trusts, 501c3, mortgages, etc.] with death [corporations “dead corpses”] shall be disannulled, and your agreement with hell shall not stand; when the overflowing scourge [punishment] shall pass through, then ye shall be trodden down by it.

The entire concept of corporations was invented by the Roman Curia; the juridical body serving the Roman Pontiff. The Curia invented all the different kinds of corporations that everyone is familiar with; such as, trusts, C-corps, S-corps, non-profit corporations, cooperatives, foundations, LLPs and LLC’s and every other permutation of "business structure” anyone can think of except un-incorporated partnerships and sole proprietorships.

None of these corporations we take for granted actually exist. They are all dead entities that must sacrifice living breathing people to perform as host bodies to function, and always have been, no matter how solid incorporated Exxon, GE, individual organizations, church, mosque, synagogue or temple, may appear (as in the 1213 and 1822 Secret Treaty of Verona). The living breathing biological host body harbors another organism (dead corporation) in a symbiotic relationship. A symbiotic relationship refers to two organisms living together. ... This harmful relationship between a parasite and host is called a parasitic relationship.

As an example, these corporations (corpses/dead bodies) are formed through the agent for the dead entity acting as the secretary of the state/business styled as: “STATE OF STATES” like the “STATE OF FLORDA” which mandate [command] the rules, statutes, regulations to be conformed to by the living host, and the feudal fee taxes imposed on the living host must be submitted to the parasite for continued self-enslavement.
Because of their modus operandi of insatiable greed and power; most corporate government chief executive officers (“CEO”) have ignored the direction of the Pope/Pontiff even though he literally owns these dead entities with the games his CEOs are playing that are currently the result of World Wars, Economic Hardship, Malicious Market Manipulation, and Dependency of the living people - on the dead to feed them. Thereby, under the illusion of keeping the living alive; when in reality – both the host and the parasite are dying.

Just like in the card games of Bridge, Pinochle, Hearts and Poker; all other card games such as, trusts, C-Corps, cooperatives, and foundations are all dead corporations. Just as the card games are defined by their cards; their playing pieces, and "rules of play", whereby, corporations are similarly defined by their structures and their rules of play (like Boards of Directors, Chief Executive Officers, Secretaries, etc.)

**The creation of the civilized world by Moors have been turned over to unclean hands – now upside down - and have become uncivilized.**

The Roman Curia, under the leadership of the Roman Pontiff, creates and defines and sets up the rules of play for all corporations worldwide. That's why the Pontiff retains the right to amend or repeal the "laws, by-laws, etc." of any corporation. It's his game, under his copyright, and he can do what he likes with it.

The Roman Pontiff has the authority to repeal or amend any law: by-law, rule, regulation, statute; etc., made by any AND ALL incorporated government or business in his self-created Roman Curia.

*It is your choice* to be enslaved or free. Moors must operate our own *un-incorporated* business and government of the Divine Living Natural People in a noble and responsible manner outside of the corporate dead zone for the enslaved.

“10. Behold, for I have risen from the dead with gifts for men. I bring to you the title of your vast estate.”... “22.... “You men of Rome, I am the resurrection and the life. They that are dead shall live, and many that shall live will never die...” *Chapter XVII ️ Holy Koran. Divinely Prepared by the Noble Prophet Drew Ali*

In Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom, and Justice.